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Salton Seismic Imaging Project: Evaluating the seismic velocity structure of southeastern California 

    The Salton imaging proyect is large scale active seismic source study  that consist in a seismic-

imaging survey of the Salton Trough and   brings a close look  of geologic structures and fault lines 

around this area . In other words, seismic imaging is like a Cat-Scan of the subsoil like techniques 

using in medice industry, but in sismology its called Seismic Tomography. Seismic Tomography 

analyzes the variation of the arrival times of seismic waves by getting a 3D modeling of the distribution 

of velocities of seismic waves on earth . The travel time of a wave from the source to the station 

depends on the velocity distribution in its path; if you know the velocity distribution in the earth in 

concentric layers, creating a model that predicts a travel time of phases at any epicentral distance. The 

proyect consist about a series of detonated  explosives that are divided in 9 lines over the southern 

California region. This explosions makes little earthquakes belong the  surface that produce seismic 

waves that will be detected by network seismic stations over the region and also a lot of seismometers  

located near this lines. Why this survey are focus his lines on the Salton Trough?, because Salton 

Trough are located over a series of rifts in the Earth's crust and also series of faults, especially plate 

boundary faults that connect with San Andrea's fault(the biggest and more dangerous fault  of 

California), that are very important factors to produce a very destructive earthquakes in the future over 

southern California region. The San Andreas fault is dangerous because cover a huge extension of land 

about 1000 to 1300 km, its very deep fault some 15 km approximately, are related with the huge Pacific 

Plate and North America thats  provoke a very active tectonic development occur along this region  

thats makes it important to investigate. 

   This Proyect provide us to acquire data needed for the prediction of strong ground shaking during 

future large earthquakes. Also to get  better precision of  earthquake localization, and for understand the 

causes of and the nature of rifting and subsidence in the Salton Trough. The Survey make easier to look 

some of the geologic structure beneath the Salton Trough communicate this earthquake hazards  to all  

the people that have no idea what is happening in this area and thus better prepare the citizenry in the 

near future to face a major earthquake.My work this summer is use a subset of the shots and arrivals at 

Southern California seismic network stations, to evaluate how the shots were recorded across the 



permanent networks(CISN), pick arrivals from the waveforms, also indicate recorded  pick arrivals of 

each line that  and compare each other and see the differences in time and distance over each line to 

identify wave propagation over distinct sediment over the region. Evaluate the velocity of propagation 

of S ad P waves along some structures over the Southern California region.I work with two more Sure 

interns , Ernesto Jimenez and Magaly Barba , each one works with some of the information of the 

project in order to be more efficient in analyzing the data. 

     The seismometers used in this proyect are  IRIS-PASSCAL instruments that are broadband sensors 

that have  three-component(x,y,z) and its called texans. Texans are capable to sensing ground motions 

over a wide range of frequency. This sensors will bring  more detailed information of recording the 

seismic wave of the detonated explosives and produce the seismic images  that we need to identify 

more clearly the location and features around the San Andrea's fault and all the features related with 

this area. Also the network station can be useful to compare the data obtained by network stations  with 

data obtained on texan seismometers.Networks  Waveform arrivals are downloaded on 

STP(seismograph transfer program) provided on the  Southern California Data Center. Networks 

arrivals are important to determine the phases and see the propagation of the waves beyond the 

seismometers area. So, basically both data recollected for the seismometers and  network station are 

analyzed using Mcray program and The Kingdom Software to trace and identify  phase picks, S and P 

waves graphics and velocity models. All this information will be used to test and refine the 3D seismic 

velocity model forSouthern California region region. 

 

 

 
 

 


